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SOME PROPERTIES OF K {Mp} AND Z {Mp} SPACES

By SUNG KI KIM

1. Introduction.
In this note, we obtain that translate is an isomorphism. on the K{Mp} and

Z{Mp} spaces under some conditions on {Mp}. A part of the results on K {Mp}

spaces is the same one of [4] without some conditions. We also deal some

properties of the generalized W-spaces [3J and the relations with the usual W

spaces [1].
Throughout this note we use the terminology and notation in [1, 2, 3J.

2. Translate on K{Mp} and Z{Mp} spaces.

If cp is in K{Mp} or Z{MP} spaces and hER", the translate of (jJ by h is

denoted by 1:/lP.

We will only consider K{Mp} and Z{Mp} spaces that satisfy the following

condition F.

F: For each p, there is a p'>p and Cp', A>O such that 1:AMp2Cp', AMp' for

qJl hER".

The examples of the spaces satisfying the condition F are the space d of

rapidly decreasing functions, WM,a, W",b and W~.~ [lJ.

Also the spaces W!"a, Wp*,b and W:~.*'" introduced in [3], satisfy the con

dition F.

We know that 1:A: Q)-..Q) is an isomorphism [2].

Furthermore we have the following

THEOREM 1. Let IMP} satisfy the condition F. Then the map 'CA : K {Mp}->

K{Mp} (or Z{MP}->Z(Mp}) is an isomorphism, for each hER":

Proof. Let us show that 7:A is continuous on K{Mp}. For cpEK{Mp},

sup sup Mp (x) ID"Z"Acp(X) I=sup sup Mp(x-h) lnaql(x) I
lal::;:p .% lals.p z

. <Cp', A sup sup Mp' (x) jD'cp(x) I.
lal:S:p' Z

Hence Ik"qlllp<Cp',,,llcpllp" from which we conclude that '1:" is continuous.
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Since 7:h-l='"'_h, 7:1t-1 is continuous. The bijectivity of 7:" is clear. This completes
the proof for K{Mp}.

For t~e space Z{Mil'}, we ~ show that '"'h is an isomorphism byu~g the

same method of the above argument.

CoROLLARY 2. Let {Mp} satisfy the condition F and B be a bounded subset

.of K{Mp} (or Z{Mp}). Then for any 8>0, the set {!7:hq,J Ilhl5e, q,JEB} is

,also bvunded in K{Mp} (or Z{Mp}).

From the above result, it follows that translate is an isomorphism on Wp, a,

WI"!'·b and W~a*·b.

3. Some properties on the generalized W-spaees and the relations with
1he usual W-spaees.

DEFINITION. {Mp} and {M;} are equivaknt iff there exist Cp and C'p such

that O<Cp<Mp/M; ~C'p<=.

H {Mp} and {M'p} are equivalent, then K{Mp} and K{M'p}(Z{Mp} and

Z{M'p}) are the same linear topological spaces. If there is some Xl such that

Mp=CpM'pfor Ixl2:lxl l (orlzl2: lxll), then {Mp} and {M'p} are equivalent.

THEOREM 3. If there is some Xl such that p(X)_pl(X) is a constant for

Ix 12: lxII, t/um W p, a and Wpb a (WP*' b and W PI*. b) are the identical spaces•

.Furthermore if there is some :eO such that rP (x) - tJ (x) is a constant for

lX!2:lxol, then W~a*.b and Wtf.;;·b are the identical spaces.

Proof. Taking TJ;=P;'(x;)=pl/ (x;), we have

p;(x;) +P;*(1j;) =1j;X;=pl;(X;) +pl*;(7j;)

Hence the proof is straightforward.

REMARK. H p(x) is symmetric and p(O) =0, then Wpb a and Wpl*.b are

·same of our usual W-spaces. In particular, if pO(x) is symmetric and po (0) =

0, then W~.~b are same of our usual W-spaces.

Wp> WP* and W""* are evidendy also the countable union space. Note that

we have not defined a topology on the countable union space. But we can de

1ine the concepts of continuity and isomorphism on the countable union space
.[1].
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THEOREM 4. If there is some Xl such that p(rx)<pl(r'x) for Ixlzlxll,
then the topology of WpI (Wpl*) is stronger than the topology of Wp (WP*)

in the sence for countable union space Cl].

Proof. By using [3, Th.2J, the proof is immediate.

DEFINITION. p and pI are equivalent iff there is some Xl such that

pCrx) -S;pl Cr'x) <p(r"x) for Ix 12: Ixll.

CoROLLARY 5. If p and pI are equivalent, then Wpl and W p CWPl* and

W P*) are identical space.

REMARK. In particular, if p(x) is symmetric and p(O) =0, then W pl and

Wpl* are the same of our usual W-spaces [1].

In [3J, our results are not true in general except that a:[WP*, bJ= Wp,l/b

.and a:[ WP*J= Wp, Other Fourier images of the generalized W-spaces are incl

uded in the range spaces. But if there is some Xl such that p and pO are sym

metric for Ix I2: Ixli, then our results are true.
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